Consider a queue with a stochastic uid input process modeled as fractional Brownian motion (fBM). When the queue is stable, we prove that the maximum of the workload process observed over an interval of length t grows like (log t) 1=(2?2H) where H > 1=2 is the self similarity index (aka the Hurst parameter) characterizing the fBM, and can be explicitly computed. Consequently, one has also that the typical time required to reach a level b grows like expfb 2(1?H) g. We also discuss the implication of these results for statistical estimation of the tail probabilities associated with the steady-state workload distribution.
Our objective in this paper is to establish several additional results that serve to enhance our understanding of queues fed by fBM. Our main focus here is on studying the maximum of the workload process over an interval of length t. The analysis of such maximum r.v.'s has a long history within the queueing literature; see, for example, Cohen (1968) , Iglehart (1972) , and the recent survey by Asmussen (1998) . The principal results in this paper are:
1. The derivation of the asymptotic behavior of the maximum of the workload process over an interval of length t as t ! 1; see Theorem 1 and Proposition 2.
2. The development of an asymptotic approximation for the time required by the workload process to rst hit level b when b ! 1; see Theorem 2.
3. Some remarks on estimating bu er loss probabilities from observed tra c when the input is fBM; see Proposition 3.
In Section 2 of this paper, we describe the precise model being considered here and discuss the main results. Section 3 contains the proofs. k 1) is non-summable. Thus, B H describes a long-range dependent process.
Additional properties and constructions of fBM are described in Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994, x7.2) , and Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968) .
Let ?(t) be the cumulative amount of work input to the system over 0; t]. We shall assume that ?(t) = t+ B H (t) for t 0 and ; > 0, so that the input to the system is fBM. Given that ? = (?(t) : t 0) has continuous sample paths, we view ? as a uid in ow to the queue. If the service mechanism deterministically serves work at rate > 0, then the workload present in the system at time t is given by see Harrison (1985) for additional details on this representation of the workload.
Put X(t) = ?(t)? t. Because X = (X(t) : t 0) evolves freely of any boundary behavior, we call X the \free process". On the other hand, W = (W (t) : t 0) is non-negative. The mapping that carries the free process X into the nonnegative process W is called the \regulator mapping". We will therefore call the workload process W that appears here a regulated fBM process. We prefer the term \regulator mapping" over \re ection mapping" to di erentiate this map from the Skorohod mapping that appears in the theory of re ected di usions;
see Lions and Sznitman (1984) .
Let := = and suppose that the \tra c intensity" < 1. The lower bound i.) is due to Norros (1994) , while the asymptotic ii.) can be found in Du eld and O'Connell (1995) . Related results appear in Chang, Yao and Zajic (1996), and Procissi (1999) . Because W(1) is expressed easily in terms of X, these types of tail asymptotics can be attacked directly in terms of the free process alone. It is also known (see Konstantopoulos, Zazanis, and De Vaciana (1996) ) that if < 1, one can construct a probability space supporting both the process X and a stationary process W = (W (t) : t 0) The di culty with this approach is the veri cation of the requisite mixing properties in our present setting. Such a methodology is particularly e ective when W is regenerative; see Asmussen (1998) for many examples of queueingrelated maximum processes that can be readily studied by taking advantage of the regenerative cycle structure of W . Such regenerations are easily identi ed for many common used short-range dependent input processes (e.g., Markovmodulated arrivals). However, because of the non-Markov nature of fBM, it is unclear that any regenerative structure is present in regulated fBM. In addition, the more general mixing conditions permitting one to view M (t) as the maximum of i.i.d. r.v's seem di cult to verify directly, given that W is non-Markov and has long-range dependent input. However, our main result (based on a different style of argument) proves that the asymptotics suggested above are indeed correct in a suitable asymptotic sense.
In fact, the above convergence is actually in L p , for all p 2 1; 1).
The cases of \heavy-tra c" and unstable queues are the subject of If W were regenerative, i.) could be obtained by appealing, for example, to the regenerative approach described in Glasserman and Kou (1995) . However, as discussed earlier, it is unclear how to implement this idea in the current fBM setting.
We conclude this section with some discussion of the implications of the results for estimation of loss probabilities in nite bu er queues based on real-time measurement of tra c. Such loss-probability estimators could potentially be useful in admission control for high-speed networks. To connect the in nite capacity model considered so far in this paper to a nite bu ered system, we shall view the exceedence probability, P(W (1) > b) as a surrogate for the loss probability in a bu er of size b fed by fBM. Recall that if b is large, Proposition 1 asserts that P(W (1) > b) is essentially determined by and H. Thus, P(W (1) > b)
can be roughly (i.e., in a logarithmic scale) estimated once estimators for and H are determined. In the short-range dependent context, several authors have proposed estimating from observed tra c using the maximum workload r.v. M(t); see Berger and Whitt (1995) and Hsu and Walrand (1996) . Theorem 1 states that if H is known, then can also be successfully estimated from long-range dependent tra c using M(t Proposition 3 asserts that the parameters H and can be consistently estimated, using the maximum workload r.v. M(t), when the input process is fractional Brownian motion. Remark 1. Another natural estimator to consider in this context is the socalled moving average estimator, constructed as follows. Fix a(t) and m(t) := bt=a(t)c. Chop up the the observation window 0; t] into m(t) sub-windows of length a(t) each, and a remainder which is a fraction of a(t) in length. Let M i (t) := supfW (s) : s 2 (i ? 1)a(t); ia(t)]g for i = 1; 2; : : : ; m(t), and let H(t) be as in Proposition 3. Then, the moving average estimator is de ned to be
(log a(t)) :
Using the results of Theorem 1 and Proposition 3, one can establish that (t) ) from which the convergence in probability follows. We will then argue that essentially the same proof yields convergence for M(t) as well. Finally, we prove the uniform integrability of the family M (t)=(log t) t 2 , which establishes the L 1 convergence. where the last step follows from the covariance structure of fractional Gaussian noise sequence (cf. Proposition 7.2.9 in Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994) Leadbetter et al. (1983) which states that for a sequence of real numbers u m and a standardized Gaussian sequence, say fZ i g m i=1 , with the above properties, we have To apply the theorem, we will let = (t) depend on t, and choose (t) carefully. Fix 2 (0; 1), and set (t) := 1 ? log t u(t) := (t) + (1 ? ) (t) H (t) (t) := m(t)P(Z 1 > u(t)) with m(t) := bt= (t)c. Noting that
we are left with the task of showing that (t) ! 1, which will establish the lower bound. The crucial step is to choose (t) carefully, so that for (t) as above, (t) ! 1. The only feasible choice turns out to be (t) = 2(1 ? ) 2 H 2 ( (1 ? )) 2 log t 1=(2?2H)
for any 2 (0; ]. In verifying this, we use the standard bound on the Gaussian tail probability, namely, P(Z 1 > u(t)) (u(t)) ?1 expf?u 2 (t)=2g. Plugging this value into u(t), straightforward algebra veri es that indeed (t) ! 1 as required.
In verifying this, we use the standard bound on the Gaussian tail probability, namely, P(Z 1 > u(t)) (u(t) To clinch the result, we need an estimate on the tail behavior of the maximum of standard fBM on a xed interval. We appeal to Theorem 5.5 of Adler (1990) , applied as in his Corollary 5.6, which when specialized to the case of fBM yields P max 0 s 1 B s > x P (Z > x) (3.7) where Z N(0; 1). This implies that dteQ 2 ! 0 since for > 1 standard estimates on the Gaussian tail give dteP(Z > c(log t) ) ! 0, and Q 2 P(Z > c(log t) ) using (3.7), where c > 0 is a generic constant premultiplying the logarithmic term. It remains to show that dteQ 1 ! 0 or equivalently a(t) Q 3 by the sum of the probabilities involving the maximum and the minimum respectively, the previously established result dteQ 2 ! 0 can be applied (with di erent constants premultiplying (log t) ) to give that dteQ 3 ! 0. Combining the above with the results of Step 3 0 we have dte(P 1 + P 2 ) ! 0. Going back to
Step 1 0 we see that dteP(Y 1 > x(t)) ! 0, thus
establishing the upper bound.
III. Proof sketch for M(t).
Note that for the process M(t), W(0) = 0 as the free-process X(t) starts at 0. The proof of the lower bound then holds, with equality replacing the rst inequality in (3.5). The upper bound on the tail probability of Y 1 in (3.6) holds with W(t) replacing W (t), and the bounds on P 1 ; P 2 still holds as W (0) 0 a.s. The rest of the arguments deal with estimates on the tails of the free-process and carry through without change. 
